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Abstract
For the rst time a rigorous quantum treatment of the Landau-
Pomeranchuk-Migdal eect in QED and QCD is given. The rate of photon
(gluon) radiation by an electron (quark) in medium is expressed through
the Green’s function of a two-dimensional Schro¨dinger equation with an
imaginary potential. In QED this potential is proportional to the dipole
cross section for scattering of e+e− pair o an atom, in QCD it is propor-
tional to the cross section of interaction with color centre of the color singlet
quark-antiquark-gluon system.
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The eect of multiple scattering on bremsstrahlung (the Landau-Pomeranchuk-Migdal
(LPM) eect [?,?]) in QED and QCD has recently attracted much attention [?,?]. How-
ever, a rigorous treatment of the LPM eect for an arbitrary energy of the photon (gluon)
is as yet lacking. In the present paper, based on the technique of Ref. [?], we develop a
quantum theory of the LPM eect for the whole range of photon (gluon) energies. As
usual, we treat the medium as a system of uncorrelated static scatterers (atoms).
In order to set the background we start with the LPM eect in QED. In vacuum the
evolution of the wave function without radiative corrections of a relativistic electron with
longitudinal momentum pz in the variable  = (t+ z)=2 at (t− z) =const is described by
the Hamiltonian H = (p2 + m2e)=2e [?], where p is a transverse momentum, me is the
electron mass, and e = pz. Consequently, the electron wave functions at planes z = z1
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where 1; 2 are the transverse coordinates, and Ke is the Green’s function of the two-
dimensional Schro¨dinger equation for a particle with mass e , times the phase factor
exp[−im2e(z2 − z1)=2e]. Eq. (1) holds for each helicity state. At high energy spin eects
in interaction of an electron with an atom vanish, and equation analogous to (1) holds for








The interaction of an electron with the photon eld generates the radiative correction,
Ke, to the propagator (). To leading order in  = 1=137, Ke is generated by sequential
transitions e ! e0γ ! e. The probability of passage of an electron through the target
without radiation of the photon can be written in terms of Ke and Ke as
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where h ::: i means averaging over the states of the target, and (vac) denotes the vacuum
KeK

e term. The subtraction of the vacuum term takes into account the renormalization
of the electron wave function. Eq. (3) is written for the target with the density independent
of, and the points z1 and z2 are assumed to be at large distances before and after the
target, respectively. The initial electron flux is normalized to unity. Evaluation of Pe
allows to determine the probability of radiation of the photon, Pγ, through the unitarity
relation Pe + Pγ = 1.
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Here the indices e0 and γ label the electron and photon propagators for the intermediate
e0γ state. The transverse masses which enter Ke0 and Kγ are given by e0 = (1−x)e and
γ = xe, where x is the light-cone Sudakov variable of the photon. The vertex function
g(1; 2; x) equals
g(1; 2; x) = nf (x)[vγ(2)− ve0(2)]  [vγ(1)− ve0(1)] + sf (x) ; (5)
where nf(x) = [4− 4x + 2x2]=4x, sf (x) = m2ex=2
2
e0 , vγ and ve0 are the transverse
velocity operators, which act on the corresponding propagators in Eq. (4). The two terms
in (5) correspond to the e! e0γ transitions conserving (nf) and changing (sf) the electron
helicity.
Making use of Eqs. ()-(4) we can write the rate of the bremsstrahlung in the following
dierential form (we suppress the vacuum term, which will be recovered in the nal
formula (??))
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